OWNERS

What’s New In Procore
We released 50 product enhancements from April 2020 - June 2020.
To see the full list of updates, visit www.procore.com/whats-new.

Explore new ways to customize Procore’s platform to your needs.
Collect and access the exact information you need to keep your projects moving from anywhere with
new features that allow for more platform flexibility.

Reduce data overload.

Stay together while remote with virtual meetings.

Make input fields required, optional, or hidden to streamline

Microsoft Teams, GoToMeeting, and Zoom now integrate with

data entry from the site. New on several tools. Learn more.

Procore’s Meetings tool, to foster collaboration from anywhere.

Customize your data capture.

See the new BIM web viewer.

Customize the input fields for multiple Procore tools, so you

Access 3D models on Procore’s web app (in addition to mobile)—

can capture the information that matters most to your team.

no need for complicated software just to see your models.

Learn more.

Learn more.

Take a look at Procore’s new owner-focused financials.
See your financial data your way with newly added features to Procore Portfolio Financials and
Project Financials.

Customize self-serve approval workflows.

Get approvals faster with DocuSign contracts.

Add or edit custom approval workflows in Procore Portfolio

Keep things moving by digitizing contract signatures in

Financials for financial items on your own—no help needed.

Procore Portfolio Financials with the DocuSign integration.

Learn more.

Learn more.

See the future clearly with cash flow forecasting.

Customize contract exports.

Simplify the forecasting process in Procore Project Financials

Customize and export contracts directly from Procore

with custom views and automatic curve spreading. Learn more.

Portfolio Financials to reduce admin burden. Learn more.

What do you want to see next?
If you have suggestions for features that would make your work easier, tell the Procore Development
team by submitting and voting on ideas in the Customer Feedback Forum.
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Get More Value from Procore
With Our Newest Integrations
The Procore App Marketplace has over 200 partner solutions that integrate seamlessly
with our platform. So you can work the way you want to, all without ever leaving Procore.

Keep cloud-based storage project files up to date with SyncEzy.
SyncEzy is a one-stop Procore integration provider for many cloud-based file sharing applications
including Dropbox, Google Drive, One Drive, and Sharepoint. The integration allows for automatic sync
of files and folders from Procore’s Documents tool into your document management solution of choice,
eliminating the need for double entry. Learn more.

Meet OnIndus, our newest Owners focused consultant.
OnIndus is an owners-focused consulting company led by former eBuilder employees with a wealth of
experience working with owners clients. Their relationships, expertise, and competitive intel will be a
valuable addition to the Certified Consultants program.

See more additions and updates in the Procore App Marketplace.
Arcoro, Prophix, Meeting for MS Teams, Billd, FinishLine, VG Project Group, LaborChart, Timmons
Solutions, LT Core Consultancy, Relevate, Amiti, GoTo Meetings, Ei Dynamics SQL, Replicator, Front Line
Advisory SDC Partners, Vertical, Egnyte, Bullclip Nyfty.ai, Bauhaus, Consultancy, Holo Blok Architecture
Inc., TopBuilder Solutions. Visit the App Marketplace to learn more.
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